## Country/Code | Charge | Name/Description | Bound | Rate Base | Currency | Quantum | Remarks
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Danmark (DK) | AD HOC ADMINISTRATION FEE | EXPORT | PB | DKK | 220 | |  
Danmark (DK) | AD HOC ADMINISTRATION FEE | IMPORT | PB | DKK | 220 | |  
Danmark (DK) | BL AMENDMENT FEE | EXPORT | PB | DKK | 600 | |  
Danmark (DK) | CERTIFICATE (BLACKLIST ETC) | EXPORT | PD | DKK | 220 | |  
Danmark (DK) | COURIER FEE | EXPORT | PD | DKK | 200 | |  
Danmark (DK) | EXPORT DOCUMENTATION FEE | EXPORT | PB | DKK | 650 | |  
Danmark (DK) | IMPORT DOCUMENTATION FEE | IMPORT | PB | DKK | 550 | |  
Danmark (DK) | CUSTOMS CLEARANCE - ADDITIONAL STAT NOS | EXPORT | PER STAT NOS | DKK | 50 | |  
Danmark (DK) | CUSTOMS CLEARANCE (INCL 3 STAT NOS) | IMPORT | PD | DKK | 595 | |  
Danmark (DK) | CUSTOMS CLEARANCE-UDFÖRSEL (INCL 3 STAT NOS) | EXPORT | PD | DKK | 525 | |  
Danmark (DK) | CUSTOMS SCANNING | IMPORT | PC | DKK | 900 | |  
Danmark (DK) | INVOICING FEE, WHEN ISSUING ADDITIONAL INVOICE | EXPORT | PD | DKK | 75 | |  
Danmark (DK) | INVOICING FEE, WHEN ISSUING ADDITIONAL INVOICE | IMPORT | PD | DKK | 75 | |  
Danmark (DK) | LATE BL SUBMISSION FEE (AFTER DOC CLOSING) | EXPORT | PB | DKK | 525 | |  
Danmark (DK) | BOOKING CANCELLATION FEE (DRY CONTAINER) | EXPORT | PC | EUR | 100 | | Applicable to Cancellation request from customer received by the Booking office within 5 working days before Port CY closing date of 1st vessel (Proforma ETD basis) - For FMC regulated trades (Transatlantic) the effective date is January 15th 2021.  
Danmark (DK) | BOOKING CANCELLATION FEE (REEFER OR SPECIAL CONTAINER) | EXPORT | PC | EUR | 150 | |  
Danmark (DK) | CHANGE OF BOOKING STATUS FEE (DRY CONTAINER) | EXPORT | PC | EUR | 100 | | Applicable to Booking Volume decrease or Change of Vessel request from customer received by the Booking office within 5 working days before Port CY closing date of 1st vessel (Proforma ETD basis) of former Booking - For FMC regulated trades (Transatlantic) the effective date is January 15th 2021.  
Danmark (DK) | CHANGE OF BOOKING STATUS FEE (REEFER OR SPECIAL CONTAINER) | EXPORT | PC | EUR | 150 | |  
Danmark (DK) | MANIFEST B/L AMENDMENT FEE | IMPORT | PB | DKK | 925 | |  
Danmark (DK) | MISSING IMPORT CLEARANCE (MIG) | IMPORT | PC | DKK | 750 | |  
Danmark (DK) | VGM WEIGHING CHARGE | EXPORT | PC | DKK | 250 | |  
Danmark (DK) | FOOD GRADE PREMIUM | EXPORT | PC | EUR | 100 | |  
Danmark (DK) | VGM MANUAL SUBMISSION FEE | EXPORT | PC | USD | 30 | |  

### Inland Haulage Related Charges (IOP)

| Country/Code | Charge | Name/Description | Bound | Rate Base | Currency | Quantum | Remarks
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Danmark (DK) | GENERATOR SET | EXPORT/IMPORT | PC | DKK | 800 | Included in the haulage tariff rate. Rate applies for separate quotations.  
Danmark (DK) | FREETIME WAITING HOURS | EXPORT/IMPORT | HOURS | - | 1 | Freetime at (un)loading premises.  
Danmark (DK) | WAITING HOURS | EXPORT/IMPORT | PER HOUR | DKK | 550 | Per starting hour.  
Danmark (DK) | CHASSIS USAGE (L) or (D) | EXPORT/IMPORT | PC | DKK | 350 | Carrier Haulage only.  
Danmark (DK) | MULTI-STOP | EXPORT/IMPORT | PC | DKK | 275 | Subject to additional kilometers, mileage.  
Danmark (DK) | T1 DOCUMENT | EXPORT/IMPORT | PC | DKK | 550 | For Carier/Haulage only. For a cargo value up to max EUR 200,000.- Hereafter upon request.  
Danmark (DK) | HAZARDOUS HAULAGE ADDITIONAL | EXPORT/IMPORT | PC | DKK | 800 |  
Danmark (DK) | INLAND FUEL SURCHARGE (L) or (D) | EXPORT/IMPORT | PC | DKK | 800 |  

Note: charge application basis: PC (Per Container), PB (Per B/L), Size 20', 40' (40'HC), 45', PT (Percentage), RB (Range Basis), PD (Per Document), P TR (Per Transport), PS (Per Sticker)  
The charges are valid from 1st Jan 2021 until 31st March 2021.  
For further guidance on our Surcharges please check our website which you can find via below hyperlink  